Ludovic Gilet, Chairman of the French J80 class
“An elite competition, with a great atmosphere thrown in”

Following on from 2006, Italy in 2010, and Spain in 2014, France once
again plays host to a European championship. The French class, which
I have the honour of chairing, was entrusted with the organisation of
this European championship, which we awarded in turn to the Centre
Nautique of Saint Cast on the strength of the very convincing bid that
they submitted in response to the request from the international J80
class.
This club is above all very active in the J80 series and counts among
its members some of the best crews in the series. With the fun they
bring with them.
The J80 is an 8-metre cabin-cruiser which is sailed in the biggest
French clubs. It’s an affordable boat that the majority of our most
respected skippers sail during their career.
You just have to look at the results of the French J80 Cup to find the
names of Olympic gold-medallists, and winners of the Vendée-Globe,
the Volvo-Ocean Race and even the Americas Cup.
The J80 provides the opportunity to sail in regattas at the elite level
and most of all to compete on an equal footing with the best on the
planet.

The aim of this competition is to
bring together the best crews on
the circuit and allow them to
fight it out for a week in a
magnificent setting on a very
technical race-course. The crew
that wins will certainly be one to
watch in the next few years.

But there will be several other competitions within the general
classification: Young crew, Mixed crew, Female crew, Master crew
(over 45’s).
The race infrastructure will cater for the single-class fleet and almost
300 crew members. This will be an opportunity for the spectators to
follow magnificent regattas from the coast; the boats will monitored
by a tracking system, and every evening there will be a TV
programme about the racing.
So…everyone is welcome!
Finally, I would like to salute the fantastic work put in by the
organisers and the army of volunteers dedicated to this event, Didier
Aveline, Chairman of the CNSC, Arnaud Fautrat, Director of the CNSC,

and Maxime Rousseau, trainer of the J80 crews at Saint Cast.
All that remains is to wish everyone a good regatta, fun and lots of
good humour for the week.
And may the best crew win…hoping that it will be a French one!

The organisers' word

Didier Aveline : President of CN Saint-Cast (left)
Welcome to all the crews! We are very proud that the Saint-Cast
sailing center is organizing the European J80 2022, after a two-year
wait due to the health crisis. But now we are there! Our Centre
nautique and Saint-Cast have been lucky to host this event, which is
usually entrusted to bigger cities like Le Havre, La Rochelle or
Marseilles. We are ready! We have everything we need to make this
competition a success: an exceptional stretch of water, a wonderful
port and a top team of professionals. Not to mention the dozens of
volunteers who have answered "present" and whom I would like to
thank warmly.

Arnaud Fautrat : Director (right)
We wanted to set this event, which is exceptional on our scale, in the light of
three values. First of all, it's a convivial sporting event: the port is directly on the
water and we're going to be able to run up to 18 races during the week. It's
going to be sporty, especially if, as is often the case in July, we have thermal
winds! But the conviviality is not only to be found on the water. We want the
public to be able to enjoy the show and the race village which is placed under
the double sign of children and ecology. Because our values also include
ecology, with two strong aims: preserving the environment by banning singleuse plastic and offering an event at a reasonable cost to allow young people in
particular to benefit from affordable registration fees.

Week agenda

A first victory for the J80 European championship : an
army of 100 volunteers !

The racers are to start competing next Monday to win a place on the podium but
the European championship is already a great success regarding the volunteers
: a hundred men and women have accepted to devote some time to the Centre
nautique de Saint-Cast to help it to organize the event properly.
These volunteers are already at work in many functions : trailer management,
launches, mooring buoys, taking pictures and videos, bar and catering,
animations in the village, communication, public relations and so on.
Great thanks to all of them and to our magic team (Mathieu, Benji, Matmat), who
managed this impressive project.

The European championship key figures
57 teams, almost 300 crew(wo)men
6 nations : Belgium (5), France (42), Germany (1), Ireland (1), Netherlands
(4), Spain (4)
5 days of competition from Monday July 4 to Friday July 8 , noon, with three
runs a day
100 volunteers
1000 liters of drinking-water provided by Eau de Plancoët
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